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Reaching People In Need!
Field Management Team

May Allaah accept all our righteous words and deeds, and help us to be sincere in secret and in public!
(aameen)

“To be rich, is not what you have in your bank account, but what you have in your heart.”
INTRODUCTION

The Field Management Team has played and is still playing a pivotal role in DAQVAH foundation over the past few months since it was established in order to ensure all DAQVAH subscriptions and field activities which includes members’ welfare, subscriptions collections, reconciliation of monthly, quarterly and half a year subscriptions with the DAQVAH Data Base, etc.

Special thanks to this Team:
Sister Isatu Bah - Field Officer 1
Brother Ahmed Sonkay Turay - Field Officer 2
Brother Osman Alim Sankoh - Deputy Field Manager
Brother Saladeen Sayeed - Field manager
Alhaji A.R. Jalloh-Timbo - National Coordinator
IMPORTANCE OF FIELD MANAGEMENT ESPECIALLY IN DAQVAH

1. Field Management helps to strategize subscription collection methodologies.

2. It ensures easy collection of subscription payments.

3. It serves as a bridge between the organization and its members.

4. It also helps in locating and updating the organization of its members.

5. It ensures that all monies are collected and updated into the DAQVAH Foundation DB.

In the next slide, we will look at the roles the Field Management Team plays in the foundation.

Field Management
WHY FIELD MANAGEMENT IN DAQVAH?

Field Management is very important in any organization and is similar to logistics and programme compared to other organizations.

Its plays a role as the middle man between the subscribers and the organization.

In the next slide, we will look at the process in collecting subscription from members...
SUBSCRIPTIONS COLLECTION CYCLES.
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ANY QUESTIONS OR SUGGESTIONS...?